
zoo, Toronto, after opening hrs
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???!!... 
are we boring you,  

dorthea?

>snort<

I hate to bring you  
back from your bonding weekend,  

but this is important, so  
get a grip!

yup, yup 
yeah, yeah, 

yes...

>snorE<!

a signal that had  
been lost for some days  

reappeared this morning, and we 
found this ... in the middle of a lot 
of crap in a truck from Waste re- 

cycling inc. in toronto. 

a... 
a subdermal 

tracker!

(drool)

found in 
crap?

whose is it?

It belongs ...  
belonged to agent Ilya kowalsky.  
we found his DNA in the crap. so we 

accessed the tracker’s data.

two weeks ago the toronto police district asked us for help in 
controlling a marked increase in the city’s meth distribution.  
the tracks they had followed until then had always ended in a 
cul-de-sac. we activated kowalsky, who has... had experience in 

cases like that. his first reports were preditable: so more  
pushers were taken in for interrogation.

however, this is where the situation 
gets tricky. first, the pushers had 

nothing to say, second, some pushers 
died inexplicably during interrogation 
and third, plenty of them disappeared 

even before they made it to the  
police station. the meth business  

dropped consequently, but returned 
to the previous level already two 

days later. hence, we decided to equip 
kowalsky with a subdermal  

tracking pod.

agent baloney is here showing 
you kowalsky’s movements  

according to the pod’s  
registration. comments?

there are  
several abrupt 

discontinuations in 
the same area.
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yes, it is an 
enigma. nicky, please  

wake up dorthea.

zzz...

...! hum... 
urk... wha’?

hum... oh...
a ”dead zone”...

what the... 
she didn’t sleep at 

all!!!

yeah, she did. 
what are your 

thoughts,  
dorthea?

what is in  
that area?

a zoo. crash and 
search the 

place.

we will never get a 
warrant for that.

(erm) - thank you,  
baloney. you may return 
to the tracking depart-
ment - we will take it 

from here.

...a what?

so?

we’ll go to  
toronto and  
investigate  
the area  

incognito...

...before we  
crash and search 

the place!

toronto, evening
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dorthea! 
 the jetlag... yes, I know.

nicky, establish surveillance  
of the area. belle will be  

monitoring the digital signals 
around the place. eugene is  

getting a staff list... and a car

and the police?

... we will be leaving in 
the dark for now.

a squealer?

all over  
the place is my 

guess. the  
”random” pusher 

deaths aren’t that 
random.next morning at Interpol’s safe house. here’s the staff list.

that was  
quick!

belle gave me a hand. 
note emile dodge.

?
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oooh! takes  
the bus every 

morning.

open and  
shut, yeah?

definitely! nicky,  
register the staff’s duty roster  
and provide eugene with all data  

you accumulate.

’course!

what are you  
cooking?

... to make  
sure that the 

zoo will need a 
new employee 

soon.

next week, early morning.

!
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the medical  
journal says a broken  

leg, a broken arm, and... 
was the skull fracture 

necessary?

his head  
rammed the traffic 

light. he’ll live.
yeah, he got  

”a-head”.
hee hee hee...

oh!
groan!

sigh!

sorry, sorry!
but now we keep an eye  

at the job ads. the zoo is  
already short on staff,  
so they will probably  
place an ad quickly.

listen, boss,  
is you going undercover at  

the zoo really a smart move?  
why not me instead?

are you any 
good with 
animals?

um...
...no. what about  

belle or  
eugene?

terrible options!  
eugene ran his cat over, and 

belle’s fish are still floating 
upside down!

... however, my bunny died at 
the advanced age of nine, and 
my horse is very much alive 

and thriving. any other  
questions?

how do we secure you?  
the area is indeed a completely 

signal dead zone.

... but not radio dead 
according to belle. she is 
getting an old-fashioned 
radio transmitter for me  

to smuggle inside.

I still  
don’t like it. you  

can’t carry around a 
radio transmitter in your 
pocket. what if two of us 

are on the staff list?

two staff  
members who fall  

”ill” at the same time?  
yeah, that wouldn’t  

raise suspicion at all.  
I will call in at a pre- 
determined time every  
day, and then we’ll take  

it from there.

you’re right -  
you’re right! it is my job to 

worry, however,...

...about all 
team members. I 

know!

they are just baddies,  
nicky. dorthea eats them for 
breakfast every day. why are 

you so nervous?

I am not  
worried about 
the baddies...

... I’m concerned  
about the predators 

with big, sharp  
teeth...
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... remember, kowalskys tracking 
device was found in animal feces 

together with the poor man’s DNA! 
how much do you wanna bet that 
the feces came from this zoo?

... vlad the  
Impaler...

... our siberian 
tiger!

vlad 
”the impaler”? 

charming...

hahahaha! 
yes, he’s playful!

”playful”?

well, yeah!  
he obviously likes 
you! now on to an 
animal that will  
positively love  

you!

erm...

... we call him Sugar 
Daddy...

?

... and he loves 
blondes!


